
Class 5 - Worksheet 
Name -                                                                        Date - 

 

Adjectives 
 

1.) FOLLOW THE EXAMPLES AND WRITE YOUR NAME IN THE SAME WAY 

   Name – Chetan   Name – Geet 
   C harming                                                   Gorgeous   
   H elpful                                                      E nergetic  
   E legant                                                    Exceptional  
   T houghtful                                                T alented   
   A ctive         
   N ice 

 

        2.) Underline the adjectives and tell their kinds: 

1.) Rose is a beautiful flower.  

2.) Rahul is a clever boy.  

3.) Iron is a useful metal.  

4.) There is enough milk in the fridge.  

5.) The cat drank the whole milk.  

6.) The dog is eating its breakfast. 

7.) Many girls participated in the programme.  

8.) That boy is very lazy.  

9.) There are some apples in the fridge. 



10.) Most children like cartoon shows. 

11.) I have bought six eggs.  

12.) We did not receive sufficient rain this year.  

13.) Whose bag is this? 

 

    3.) Fill in the blanks with adjectives as indicated in the bracket: 
          1.) He has ________ patience.(adjective of quantity) 
          2.) He showed ________ enthusiasm. (adjective of quantity) 
         3.) We have cooked _______.(adjective of quantity) 
          4.) I spent the _________ day at home.(adjective of quantity) 
          5.) There are ________ mistakes in your essay. (adjective of number) 
         6.) I would like _______ help. (adjective of quantity) 
         7.) ________ picture was drawn by my aunt. (demonstrative objective) 
         8.) ________ answer is correct?(interrogative adjective) 
         9.) ________ criminal are no violent.(adjective of number) 
       10.) ________ car is this? (interrogative adjective) 
 
 
        4.) Match the words and adjectives formed by using them: 
 

S. No. Word Adjective 

1. 
alternate foolish 

2. 
create useful 

3. 
fool wealthy 

4. 
motion alternative 

5. 
anger motionless 

6. 
talk windy 



7. 
wealth angry 

8. 
wind likeable 

9. 
hero readable 

10. 
read talkative 

11. 
like heroic 

12. 
use creative 

 

ANSWERS 
 

   1.) FOLLOW THE EXAMPLES AND WRITE YOUR NAME IN THE SAME WAY 

     NAME – Harsh  

   H onest 

  A dorable 

  R avishing 

  S elf-confident 

  H appy 

 

    2.) Underline the adjectives and tell their kinds: 

SR. NO. Adjectives Kinds of adjectives 

1. beautiful Quality 

2. clever Quality 

3. useful quality 



4. enough quantity 

5. whole quantity 

6. its possessive 

7. many number 

8. That, lazy Quality, demonstrative 

9. some number 

10. most number 

11. six number 

12. sufficient Quantity 

13. whose interrogative 

 

3.) Fill in the blanks with adjectives as indicated in the bracket: 

1.) little 

2.) much 

3.) enough 

4.) whole 

5.) Several 

6.) some 

7.) This 

8.) Which 

9.) Most 

10.) Whose 



 
 
4.) Match the words and adjectives formed by using them: 
 
S. No. Word Adjective 

1. 
alternate alternative 

2. 
create creative 

3. 
fool foolish 

4. 
motion motionless 

5. 
anger angry 

6. 
talk talkative 

7. 
wealth wealthy 

8. 
wind windy 

9. 
hero heroic 

10. 
read readable 

11. 
like likeable 

12. 
use useful 

 
 

 

 


